3D game development is an exciting activity for many students. But getting a handle on 3D game development for novices may be a daunting task. We take this opportunity to present a quick introduction to 3D game development through a few tutorials. For the next few columns a set of tutorials for a 3D first person shooter game developed by graduate and undergraduate students under the guidance of a faculty member from the University of West Florida will be presented. These tutorials were developed with 3D game Studio by Conitec. To follow along, download the software from www.conitec.com. These tutorials include all elements of game development such as modeling and animation, lighting, collision detection, sound and scripting. Each tutorial will focus on one or more of these aspects. This week we start out with creating a room and adding some objects to the room. The instructions for this are presented below.
Right-Click on the tube and go into the Edit Muscles Tool
In this tool, you can edit which vertices are affected by which bone or joint. This can be accomplished by selecting the bone or joint and then select the Add Vertices Tool followed by clicking on the desired vertices FIRST PERSON SHOOTER GAME J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 8, NO. 2
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Animating an Object
Start with a base position and record this position at frame zero and at say frame 16 by clicking the "record" button at each frame. Something short just for this tutorial, but you may want or need more or less frames depending on other factors beyond the scope of this tutorial. By recording the same position at the beginning and end of an animation we can get a loop affect Now change the frame number to somewhere in between and then drag the bones and record it to create a movement. It is important that you change the frame number first and then move the bones or it won't play the animation correctly
The animation sequences cannot overlap each other; they cannot share frame numbers. The animations may be adjacent to one another though. This is because each frame can only hold one model position, no more. Which frames are used in a particular animation is handled completely in code, whether fixed in the code or imported from a completely separate file Now click play or change frames to see your animation
By right-clicking on the play button you can change the play rate and other play options
The scene edit tool can help in animations
The left panel of the window shows the bone hierarchy which can be expanded to show the individual animations for each individual bone or joint. These animations can be copied, pasted and cut which can make animating easier. Animations can also be edited and created in here as well as in the model editing area
Remember, this is a game so you don't need the animations to be perfect and you don't need all the animations in the world, just what will get the job done and will make you satisfied If this flag is set, the gun model rotates before being picked up
Flag 2: Silent
If this flag is set, the gun pickup message will be suppressed
Flag 5: Bob

If this flag is set, the gun sways a little when you walk with it
If the flag is not set, the gun stands still
Flag 7: Repeat
If this flag is set, the gun will fire continuously as you hold down the mouse Ex: Machine Gun, Flame Thrower, etc.
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Skill 1 -Skill 3: Gun Position
Ahead, right and down position of the gun, while carried, in quants relative to the camera
Skill 4: Ammo Type
If the ammo type is 0, the gun as infinite ammunition. Otherwise, ammo type is between 1 and 7. The number after the decimal, multiplied by 100, gives the amount of ammo to be added when the gun is picked up 16384 -Bullet hole appears at the point of impact on map walls. The number after the decimal * 100 gives the amount of damage the bullet produces (default = 10). If the bullet explodes, the explosion radius is five times the damage value
